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to which we belong, and whom we informed last night
during our regular meeting, so they could not really
believe what has happened.
World Council for Health with whom we also collaborate
are standing by the suspended health-care
professionals, demanding their release and their return
to their jobs.
This issue will take on international dimensions on a
communication and legal level, as World Doctors
Alliance and World Council for Health are aware of
what happened tonight as unprecedented.
We call today Friday 8/7 at 12 noon in building 16 in
Evelpidon Courts, for every democratic citizen and
every democratic colleague to show up, as there will be
a plea to the prosecutor and the court of the arrested
health care professionals, because they were
demonstrating peacefully outside the Prime Minister's
house in Lycabettus.
Let us as a society show the government that our
tolerance is over and the junta will not pass!!!

#arrestedsuspendedgreekhealthcareprofessionals

The Greek Medical Freedom Alliance denounces the
fascism of the current Greek government and demands
the immediate release of the arrested suspended
health-care professionals.
37 suspended health-care professionals living in
poverty due to the government decision to lose their
jobs 10 months ago, because they did not want to be
vaccinated against Covid19, who peacefully protested
outside the Prime Minister's house tonight were asked
to follow the police to the Central Police Station of
Athens, while they were leaving peacefully!
And while they had been there for 2.5 hours, their
lawyers were not allowed to see them.
A great effort was made to turn the charges into
arrests, which is what happened, while there was
absolutely no illegal act.
Nor was the request for an exemption from the lawyers
concerning mothers in single-parent families by the
Duty Prosecutor, Mr. Eleftherianos, granted, so the
minor children were left alone all night.  We are on the
side of the suspended health care professionals, both
we as the Greek Medical Freedom Alliance, and the
international group of World Doctors Alliance 

 When you browse the names in the poster, you will
recognize many brave and prominent leaders who are
fighting against the government and organisational
overreach of power and control. For me, it was learning
about the work of the people whose names I did not
recognise that will stay with me forever. I encourage you
to research the names you do not recognise on the
speaker panel. I am sure you too will be astounded. The
tireless work of cardiologists like Dr Fernando Lamego,
pathologist Dr Manuela Chacel Amoreli, dermatologist
Dr Simone Ramos, immunologist Dr Roberta Lacerda,
neurosurgeon Prof Jose Nasser, integrative practitioner
Dr Joao Yamasita left me awestruck. Meeting and
networking with these and other amazing front-line
workers strengthened my resolve. A quick chat with Kat
and Rob at breakfast, a panel discussion after a session
with Anne and Robyn, dinner with Ryan and George, or
even a conversation on the bus to the falls with Pierre
and Kirk was enough to gain valuable insights and share
ideas on what we have achieved and where to go from
here. 
 

 A group of Brazilian Doctors called Medicos Pela
Vida (Doctors for Life) hosted their second annual
Covid-19 conference in Iguazu Falls from the 30th of
June until the 3rd of July 2022. The conference, co-
hosted by the World Council for Health, was a
combined live in-person and zoom conference with
speakers from around the world. I was honoured to be
part of the international speakers invited to be part of
the conference together with big names like Dr Peter
McCollough, Dr Ryan Cole, Dr Pierre Kory, Dr Lucy
Kerr, Dr Tess Lawrie, Dr Shankara Chetty, Dr Jackie
Stone and many more. Dr Zev Zelenko passed a few
days before the event and many speakers dedicated
their presentations to this courageous and outspoken
man. Having my daughters Yumna and Husna with
me, made the trip extra special, despite all the
hiccups. Yumna, a 3rd-year medical student at
Stellenbosch University, spoke about the plight of
medical students, learning during a pandemic. Her
presentation was eye-opening and well received. 
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MEDICAL CONFRENCE - BRAZIL
for free distribution 

R100 pm 

by Dr Kat 
A special mention to the organisers, Dr Antonia Jardeo,
Dr Lucy Kerr, and Dr Jennifer Hibberd. A mammoth
undertaking, on a limited budget, executed with love,
dedication, and passion. Well done to you all and the
team that worked with you. The link to the
presentations will be posted on our website
www.vukasa.org.za as soon as the presentations are
ready for upload. 
Traveling to Brazil, via Luanda (Angola), made me
appreciate our beautiful South Africa so much more.
Coming back to 6hrs of load-shedding, water shortages
and fuel increase saddened me and highlighted the
need for us to expose the corruption, fight for our rights
and demand the service delivery our government keeps
promising. 
Being part of the MPV conference warmed my heart
and left me even more determined than ever to keep
fighting to expose and spread the truth. We are in a
"war" - we need to stand firm and stand together to
regain our lost liberties and build a brighter and better
world.

37 SUSPENDED GREEK HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS ARRESTED
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For most of us, things have slowly but surely started to "normalise"
in the past month or so. I know the fight will never be over, but at
least some of us celebrated the relief on masks and other
measures. This whilst one woman has not seen an end to a very
emotionally draining saga of fighting for her parents’ welfare. Meet
Dr Pretorius from Pretoria, who could not catch her breath when all
around her was relieved at the news of the end of the State of
Disaster as well as the recent amendments. Dr Pretorius’ struggle
will, in September, date back two years when she first contacted
the Executive Manager of an Old Age Village in Pretoria where her
parents stay in an independent living house. At the time, the
Presidency announced that the country could move to Level 1
lockdown, yet this facility remained under very strict lockdown
measures, prohibiting families from visiting their aged parents. The
facility only allowed visitors to the people in the frail care
department, IF these visitors purchased full PPE's from
management (R50 per person). Due to these conditions, some of
the residents in the frail care department's children could not afford
to visit them on a regular basis, as many people have lost their
income due to Covid regulations. No other residents may get visits
from family or friends. Some of the aged residents (who are
capable) may leave the facility and return, and the workers on site
may leave over weekends and return in the new week. There are
elderly people living in townhouses and apartments, who cannot
drive, and they are denied visits from their children and family.
Some of them haven't seen their children in months. Logic? No
logic? Her pleas for sensible changes were ignored during the past
2 years as lockdown levels were relaxed and even when the State
of Disaster ended, and so many other calls and other interventions
that Dr Pretorius tried from a desperate state of mind. Up to now,
she has tried every avenue she can. This includes communication
to the Department of Social Development, local police, local
pastor, and the Human Rights Commission. All mediation efforts
and interventions end in a cul-de-sac. Relentless efforts have
come to nothing, even up to now when no Covid measures are in
force. In fact, the Trustees of this facility have delivered an
Attorney’s letter to Dr Pretorius calling on their right to prohibit
admission – without, of course, stating a reason – but speaks to
her continued efforts.
In the meantime, her 83-year-old mother is unable to receive visits
from her kids in the comfort of her own home! Why? Because Dr
Pretorius (just like her parents) chose NOT to take the
experimental gene therapy shot!
I made an enquiry to the Executive Manager about their policy on
un-jabbed visitors, and he blatantly denied it, yet their online
application for visitors clearly stipulates that all visitors should be in
possession of a vaccine certificate.
This story is unfolding as VUKA SA will try and assist in one last
effort…

 cultivated, organic certified MAPs free from pesticides are in
demand. Requirements on quality, traceability, documentation
along the supply chain, conservation and sustainability
certifications like organic cultivated or fair trade must be met.
Market entry is through agents, or supplied directly to
processors. Importers and wholesalers can be general spice
and herbs importers. Some only deal with ingredients aimed at
processing. Others pack for retail. Traceability throughout the
supply chain is essential. Extracts and essential oils are
produced in the country of origin. Compliance with legal
requirements and food safety is vital. Social and ethical
requirements are also important. Polluted water and pesticides
are fast becoming the most difficult issues to deal with
worldwide. Real life problem examples include arsenic in pine
needle tea from Korea due to trees growing in a previous
mining area, and lead and mercury in wild harvested herbs
growing next to a busy highway in Vietnam.
Increased interest in botanicals to prevent, treat and relieve
conditions has created opportunities. Botanicals are used as
herbal remedies in teas, herbs, spices, powders, essential oils
and tinctures. There is growing food safety, environment and
health consumer focus. Social awareness of working
conditions, water usage, waste management, sustainable way
of cultivation is becoming more transparent. Standardisation of
natural products for safety and efficacy ensures that natural
products are safe, cheap and widely available.Cont..in
VNEd22 
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In another example, following a gravy train scholarship in New
York, Curry predicted a HIV wave coming to South Africa and went
on to make money surfing the AIDS epidemic.
Saloon’s aspirations (besides more dollars and overseas
apartments) seem to be less predictable than the effects of strong
or bad curry. It has been said that Saloon wants to cook up more
expensive Curry HIV research (maybe branching into VAIDS?).
Boxing may be an option, since this Curry has a big jaw and is
good at ducking and diving. However, Curry has no defence for a
straight, honest attack, so streetfighting, mud- or Curry-slinging
may be options. Perhaps Saloon Curry has a secret desire to be
noticed by a Bollywood movie producer one day, hence the natty
wardrobe, showmanship and cultivated speech. Louse Swab easily
imagines the billboards for a ZEF Dr WIE movie and might
introduce oompah band music to Bollywood for the Saloon Curry
movies.
The best way to manage the dangers and unpleasant after-effects
of bad Saloon Curry is to see past the false advertising and avoid
consumption. Under no circumstances should one swallow Saloon
Curry. Purge quickly if you inadvertently do swallow this Curry and
then immediately consume more wholesome fare from a
trustworthy source.
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Eating a good curry is one of life’s great pleasures. Curry
aficionados will know that bad curries must be avoided. It is
intended that this article will inform you more in this regard.
Caution! Saloon Curry is stomach churning and should always be
treated with the utmost caution and suspicion.
It is easy to see when Saloon Curry is in the house – more time
and effort invested onmarketing the elaborate and detailed menu of
Curry history and awards, than on cooking curry. The main
purpose (ego aside) appears to be aimed at winning big prize
money on a regular basis. Saloon Curry has a great love for
money, especially US Dollars. The same old propaganda supplied
by the Big Farmer sugar and spice producers and another of
Saloon Curry’s main sponsors, Willie Hekke, is regurgitated
frequently by Curry with a carefully cultivated suave drawl. Big
Farmers, WIE, ZEF, Hekke; Tel Dros, and their friends consume
and pay top dollar for Saloon Curry. (It may be helpful to new
readers to read previous VukaSA editions for background on these
characters and organizations). Willie Hekke is a previous employer
of Saloon Curry and the Saloon Curry clan still seems to be on his
payroll.
In 2020, Saloon Curry and Faucet were jointly awarded the Mad
Ox prize (with money) for standing up for science during the
pandemic. Since when does science need defending? Could Mad
Ox be related to Mad Cow disease (also reported to be an adverse
effect fromBig Farrmers’ produce)? Curry and strife won the Vin
Future US$500 000 prize in 2021, after receiving £500 000 prize
money from the Merieux Foundation in 2020 and Gairdner Award
(2020 C$100 000), as well as US$500 000 Al Sumait prize in 2018.
These represent some of the more recent publicized tips paid to
Saloon Curry by wealthy and appreciative customers, over and
above other Curry moneymaking endeavours.
The Saloon Curry dress code is typically a spotless, crisp white
labcoat, worn with a shiny (as in unused) stethoscope, alternating
with expensive tailored dark suits replete with colourful ZEF lapel
ring, clashing with a bright red tie. Judging by the size and cut of
the cloth, Slim is not an apt nickname (Curry overindulgence?)
Saloon Curry delivers the platter with all the aplomb, honesty and
integrity of an experienced used car salesman: "safe and effective"
over and over and over again like a demented puppet zombie on a
scratched record. Nice to get paid millions of dollars for repeating
someone else’s mantra, if your conscience allows you to sleep at
night.
Eish Curry, a product of Saloon Curry and wife, promotes
unpalatable Big Farmer products and ideologies in Better Seizure
media (which is funded by Oom Willie). Noose 24 charges
subscribers to read and comment on the Better Seizure
propaganda. Curry, Eish and Noose 24 staff claim to have used
the experimental Farmer drugs (which are much more dangerous
than horse dewormer) which they push so strongly.
Saloon used to serve many organizations and took over the
management of another organization from his dodgy old ANC
mentor and accomplice, Smelly McCheesey (who was later caught
with his fingers in the Digit Vibes till). Strangely, Saloon seldom
stays around long enough for the after-effects of the Curry servings
to be fully experienced. Saloon left WIE to join the unhealthy big
MAC product advisory committee before resigning from themtoo.
Curry does not stand in one place for very long when the coals
underfoot are hot. Curry is a master of confrontational avoidance
who mostly escapes via the backdoor, although is happy to snipe
at competitors from the ivory chamber. A very sharp Rapier
Teamrecently sliced, diced and minced Curry, after an unscientific
Curry attempt to slur the good reputation of the Rapier Team.
Nevertheless, one can be confident that Saloon Curry was paid
generously for the disservice and bloodied nose. The lion was set
free and defended the truth. Kats will devour Saloon Curry for
breakfast, lunch and dinner, given half an opportunity. Surely,
Saloon Curry would be no match for a hungry Maar man.
It is a curious thing that Curry can be like tea leaves in fortune
telling. Saloon Curry has shown remarkable success as a surf
prophet, with some uncannily accurate predictions for the next
waves. Many question whether Curry applies foreknowledge rather

SALOON 
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SURF CURRY 
  *FOR STRONG STOMACHS ONLY
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by Maureen Masser

At a time when people are relieved that some of the
Covid-19 Regulations have been dropped, this is not
the time to be lulled into a false sense of security.
With the Covid vaccine drive revving up in schools, I
have also seen pressure exerted on fellow employees
to get the shots, many of whom are hesitant to do so.
One of my colleagues went into full blown
anaphylaxis after the second shot as she was driving
home. Being an asthmatic, she reached for her
asthma pump, stopped her car and phoned her
husband to take her to Louis Leopold Emergency Unit
and she was admitted to hospital. She will not be
getting the booster.
At the office as well as in the pharmacy where I do
Saturday locums, I am still seeing people fanatically
wearing masks, clinging to the belief that they are
protected from getting Covid, sad that they are still
victims of mass formation psychosis.
I personally believe that this is the time to become
more involved in protecting healthy children from age
5-18 in schools from the clot shots. This morning I
was reading a Bhekisa article, which states that
adolescents do not have to get their parent's
permission to get Covid vaccination. So the war
against the disinformation, contrary to the opinion of
Dr Peter McCullough and other reputable doctors,
regarding lack of vaccine safety resulting in long term
cardiac damage and the false information in main
stream media that myocarditis is rare and resolves
after a few days , only requiring non- steroidal anti-
inflammatory management still needs to be fought,
whilst there are thousands of vaccine vials up for
incineration in July. Make no mistake this is going to
affect profits for the stake holders. Almost every day
over the past week I have been sending emails to 
 Eduhead.eduhead@westerncape.gov.za, forwarding
scientific articles , and these emails have been
acknowledged as received. Thus I believe that all
people fighting for Truth, Health and Freedom need to
send information to the Department of Education so
that in years to come we can tell our children that we
at least tried to stop the forced vaccination in the
absence of informed consent.
 consent.

ACT 13 OF 2006 
RESPECT, PROTECT & PROMOTE 
THE RIGHTS OF OLDER PEOPLE.

Medicinal and aromatic plants (MAPs) are used therapeutically,
and are starting materials for value-added natural ingredients such
as extracts, essential oils, and oleoresins. Wild species are
increasingly cultivated commercially. Selecting the correct
botanical species is vital to fulfilling requirements. Pharmaceuticals,
food flavours and fine fragrances have different requirements.
Rigorous production and quality assurance programmes must meet
acceptable commercial standards. MAPs are offered in a wide
variety of products on local and international markets. Quality
remains the main barrier to entry, regardless of origin. Agricultural
commercial

MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS 
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3,000 very competent engineers and workers lost their jobs,
so that Eskom could comply to BEE. Our loadshedding
started in 2004. An attempt was made to expand the fleet. –
Medupi (in Lephalale) 6 extra units, and Kusile (near Witbank)
6 extra units. Both projects were started in 2008. Medupi took
11 years to complete. In July 2021 Medupi reached
commercial operational status, with six units added to the
grid. One month later, there was an explosion which took out
Unit 2, 3, & 4. Repairs still need to begin. Kusile’s is only half
built, with 3 out of the 6 Units completed. They were added to
the grid, the first unit in 2017. The second unit was added in
October 2020 and the 3rd Unit, added in March 2021. After 12
years, these projects should have been completed. Expert
opinion says that if they were completed, we would not have
blackouts at this stage because there would be enough base-
load. I am uncertain when renewable energy was added to
the grid. Neither could I find the article by Malani Gosling on
Renewable energy in SA.
Today, in 2022, 24 years later, they have over 4,000 workers
at Eskom. Eskom supplies energy to Namibia, Zimbabwe,
Swaziland, and Lesotho. We receive energy from the Cabora
Bassa Hydo Electric Dam in Mozambique.
The power grid is a complete, interlinked, network. It is
important to keep the grid stable at 50hz.  All our appliances,
e.g., computers, fridges, irons, kettles, run at 50hz.
We have Peakload Stations like Palmiet and Drakensburg,
pump storage stations. These two stations kick in during peak
time and generate power as needed to support the national
grid. Wind and solar energy cannot do this. They can only
help coal stations to produce less energy and thus save on
coal stockpiles. The problem which Eskom faces when the
wind generator comes online, without planning or prior
knowledge, the coal power station needs to reduce its load
instantly. Suddenly, the equipment has to work at a level it
was not designed for. The rapid change is so vast that they
could find themselves at 200mhz one moment and at 0mhz
the next. That is the reason why there are so many breakages
at Eskom during this time. Sabotage and looting are major
factors to be reconned in, continuously.  If Eskom had started
building extra nuclear and coal units back in 2002, like the
energy paper suggested, we would not have to think of
renewable energy. 

What do we pay for our energy? Coal costs 41c per kwh,
Nuclear energy costs 38c per kwh, Wind costs 62c per
kwh. Eskombuy it at R4 – R6 p/kwh
Eskom should clearly not invest in renewables. It is just not
practical. South Africans cannot afford it. We are a 3rd
world country where people are struggling to put bread on
the table.The life span of Wind turbines and solar panels
are roughly 15 years.
I have personally seen in the USA, what wind turbines look
like, new and then after 17 years, all rusted and broken
down. How do you dispose of those giant turbines?
I have seen people dispose of solar panels. They build
massive warehouses where they stack these broken solar
panels. 
We do not even have such grand housing for our people in
SA, never mind solar panels.
The day Germany moved all their power to renewable
energy, they found after 5 minutes that they were only
generating 10% of their original capacity. Currently, they
are buying their energy from France and neighbouring
countries. We don’t have neighbouring countries to buy
from, we supply them.
South Africa exports coal and diesel. Does it not make
sense to use fuel that is available right here?
We have been lied to openly. Things are not going to get
better. It is impossible for those 1,000’s of excellent,
brilliant, professionally qualified, hardworking staff, who are
fighting to keep Eskom going. How can they keep the
lights on if the government will not give them what it takes
to keep the lights on? Corruption has always been there
from way back in the past. The plan here is obviously to
destroy Eskom. We can see this happening, by their
actions. The government has major plans for renewable
energy [there is nothing green or renewable about them].
We will have to buy our electricity needs from these
privately owned companies. We have been recommended
to become energy independent.
Use the systems available, wisely. Buy gas bottles and
lamps, garden solar lights and lamps, candles, lighters,
matches. Set up a wood-burning stove, outside. Look for a
KVA Inverters, Lithium batteries. Brainstorm with your
family, friends, and neighbours on what they are doing.
Join a group that practices self-relianc.
Let us all stand together in this.

Eskom...Thinking things through
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By Riana Hayes

I am sharing a little of what I have researched on the
internet, and what I have learnt from an engineer. He is a
specialist in this field, has worked in this industry for 20
years and is currently, still doing contract work at Eskom.
30 years ago, I learnt from Dr Myles Munro the phrase:
"NOT EVERYTHING WE KNOW IS ALWAYS SO". If I am
wrong about anything, I will stand to be corrected.
Our first power plant was built in 1897 by Siemans. It was
originally built for the gold industry.
In 1920 most of our electricity was produced by coal, 88%
was used for industrial use, the other for households.
In 1976 they started on the Koeberg nuclear power plant
and in 1984 Unit 1 and 1985 Unit 2 was added to the grid.
Coal and nuclear power are called baseload energy. This is
when a unit is designed to run at 100%, optimally and
continuously, until scheduled maintenance or if it has a
breakdown. This is what is needed to keep the power grid
stable. Wind and solar energy are called renewable energy.
This energy is unpredictable because they depend on sun
and wind to work. They are not available on demand. The
batteries to store this kind of energy are too expensive. An
expert told me that our power utility was one of the best in
the world and that people came from other countries to learn
from South Africa. The White Paper on the Energy Policy for
the Republic of S.A. was handed to the government in 1998.
It is a lengthy document and I only read the pages of
suggestions on how to upgrade and maintain Eskom and
the power utilities over the next 30 years.
The power grid was built primarily for industry and a minority
of households. It consists of coal power stations and two
nuclear units. It was suggested that upgrading should start
in 2002. The reasoning for it was, that within 28 years from
then, the old fleet would need to retire.
The following is information anyone can find on the internet:
From the statistics shown, South Africa is an extremely high
consumer of electricity.
Thabo Mbeki at the time, said, "NO" to the upgrading
suggestions in the White Paper and instructed that all they
needed to do at Eskom was to, "keep the lights on."

Each week that the VUKA NEWS team sits down to write
about current events, the main mission is to dispel the
darkness with the light of truth. In the noise of the world
around us we need to find an island of peace and calm. For
many of the heroes that have worked tirelessly in the
background pushing the truth forward, they are being
rewarded with others waking up to how dark things have
been for so long. We cannot stop now.
The way this was explained to me is that company staff who
bring cases to the CCMA when they believe they have been
unfairly dismissed need to be heard by Commissioners that
have a good understanding of the situation. We cannot have
awards and rulings made based on fantasy or biased
opinions when a career or family income is on the line. It may
well be the case that many of the Company Vaccine
Mandate type dismissals were not correctly adjudicated. 
In the most recent CCMA award made early this week we
discovered that it was a special case due to being the first
one in which medical evidence was presented by both sides.
I am no doctor so I will leave those points to the medical
experts. You, as an ordinary staff member of a company just
need to know that the employee won the case. I cannot
begin to imagine how personally traumatic this whole
process must have been for the employee. What I can say is
that the CCMA Senior Commissioners cases I wrote about
last week included the comment that the employees chose
not to return to their posts at the Employer. The stress of
going through standing up for your rights against people who
believe you have done wrong, is massive. Hat’s off in salute
to their bravery. This week we had Sizwe Opencast in
Witbank against one of their Employees, Carla van Niekerk.
While I await to read the full CCMA award the simple part of
the story is that medical evidence was presented. On behalf
of the Employer Professor Karim sent in an affidavit
supporting and promoting Covid-19 vaccine safety . 

They employed you to do the job. They must determine risks
to you of the job. They must teach you about these risks.
They must train you to manage these risks. They must
provide you with protective equipment when needed for your
health and safety to do the job. They must test you if the work
of the job can affect your health. They must protect you from
any and all harm of the job they want you to do. Your
employer cannot place you in harm’s way. Any instruction
that would do harm to you is automatically unlawful. Now we
know from the Baroque Medical awards from the Senior
CCMA Commissioner that Mandatory Vaccination Policies
are unconstitutional and unreasonable in law. We also now
know that when the medical evidence against forced
vaccination is presented when such Mandates are enforced,
the validity of the Employees right to refuse is upheld.
Holding on to that right for medical integrity and showing that
the decision to do so is supported in law and labour practice,
is worth more than what the employee was paid out. She
endured the pain of her victory so that we can all benefit from
her Victory ! Thank you, Carla van Niekerk, your bravery may
have saved many South African workers from being harmed
by these gene therapy drugs [ that is what they are – I found
the patents actually say that !].
Where to from here? Keep on keeping on standing up for
your rights. Remember when you enter a hearing that
accuses you of refusing to be vaccinated, the Constitution is
right there with you. Your medical exemption is being
refused; the Constitution says NO! Your right to refuse based
on religious grounds is overturned; the Constitution says NO !
Your right not to be discriminated against and treated
differently, but you are; the Constitution says NO !

On behalf of the Employee, Dr EV Rapiti made
representations to demonstrate the opposite. While I do not
know what transpired in the CCMA room on Monday 4thof
July, the outcome was that Sizwe Opencast agreed to pay
out the employee for an unfair dismissal.
Once more details are known VUKA news will cover the story
in greater detail. To you the reader I ask you to think about
the safety of these Covid-19 vaccines our Government asked
you to take. You need to know that this same Government
has set up a Vaccine Injury Fund just for the Pfizer and J&J
Covid-19 products. Why did they need to do that ? To grant
those manufacturers indemnity against legal liability claims
form their products causing you any illness, injury, disability
or death. Yes, you read that right. You take the product your
Government bought and insisted you must be vaccinated but
when the drug goes wrong for you, no claim can be made
against the manufacturers even if it was proved that the
drugs were actually unsafe ! Your Government took that right
away from you.  This is not a fantasy. This is not a dream.
This is not a story lost in translation over many generations.
This is the truth. The Covid-19 vaccine products are not
anywhere as safe and effective as their makers claimed. Not
even close. That means that these drugs have risks attached
to them. To be fair , the manufacturers own information listed
these risks. Your Government chose not to tell you ! If
anyone looked deep enough this information could be found.
No company can claim they ‘didn’t know’ the truth about
these drugs. I found the information quite easily. The role of
the Top Management of all South African Companies is to
have a ‘duty of care’ towards their employees. Diligens
Paterfamilias – ‘The Father Figure responsibility to the
Family’. They built the Company. They set up the jobs.

Truth is better than fantasy
By Bruce Mills 
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   In 2017, an unwelcome immigrant from SE Asia was

discovered in a tree at the Pietermaritzburg Botanical
Garden. The Polyphagous Shot Hole Borer (PSHB) has
since spread in cities and in forests nationwide, including
the Knysna forest. Limpopo is the only province that
appears to have been spared, for now at least. 
Johannesburg is one of the largest urban forests in the
world. Now ancient and majestic avenues of trees in the
northern suburbs are infested and doomed to die. Their
lovely limbs would be transformed from canopies of shade
and shelter to hazards that could crush and harm. The borer
itself does not kill the trees, however, in a symbiotic
relationship, the beetle carries a fungus which is food for its
young. The fungus gains entry deep into the trees via the
borer’s tunnels, eventually destroying the tree’s vascular
system, which carries water to all parts. PSHB infests an
ever-growing (now around 200) number of tree species. The
list of affected trees is divided into 2 groups, reproductive
and non-reproductive hosts. The females favour certain
trees for reproduction. The full list can be found on the
website of FABI (Forestry and Agricultural Biotechnology
Institute). Blackwattle, blackwood, Chinese maple and box
elder are among the beetles’ favourite breeding grounds.
One female can produce 100 000 young. At this point, there
is no proven, approved chemical which can control the pest.
The only solution is to manage the

Dandelions have a reputation as a dreaded weed and lawn
nuisance. However, dandelion is loaded with nutrients and
boasts a variety of benefits to your health — from the root
to the greens, and even as a tea. 
Dandelion root is low in calories, yet high in fibre,
antioxidants, vitamins K, A and C. Research suggests it
can reduce cancer growth, lower cholesterol levels and
support liver function. Dandelion greens bring a pop of
flavour and colour to salads and side dishes alike. 
Dandelion is a member of the daisy family, and produces
many small yellow flowers, called florets, which collectively
form one flower head. Once it has finished flowering, the
flower head dries out, the florets drop off and a seed head
is formed. The dandelion seeds are then naturally
dispersed by the wind … or those looking to score a free
wish.
Many parts of the dandelion plant are edible, including the
roots, leaves, seeds and flowers. Both the root and greens
are packed with health-promoting properties and can be
used to make everything from dandelion tea to super-
nutritious salads. 
What does dandelion root do to your body? 
1. May Help Kill Cancer Cells
2. Can Help Reduce Cholesterol and High Blood Pressure
3. Rich in Antioxidants
4. Supports Liver and Kidney Health
5. Supports Immune System and Fights Bacteria
6. Strengthens Bones
7. Promotes Skin Health
8. High in Fibre 
Dandelion is very high in vitamin K, which may impact
blood clotting. If you take warfarin or another blood thinner,
you need to maintain consistent vitamin K intake to prevent
interfering with your medication.
The leaves of a dandelion flower are typically 5–25cm long.
The flower heads are a yellow to orange colour; they open
in the daytime and stay closed at night. The dandelion plant
is actually a beneficial weed. It’s useful when gardening
because it brings nutrients to the top of the soil, helping
shallow-rooted plants and adding minerals and nitrogen to
the soil. It also attracts pollinating insects and releases
ethylene gas that helps fruit ripen. Greens can be boiled,
sautéed or eaten raw. 
Leaf Benefits
1. Promotes Eye Health
2. Decreases Water Weight
3. Aids in Weight Loss
4. Lowers Triglycerides
5. Protects the Liver
One of the best ways to experience all of the dandelion
benefits is by making your own dandelion tea. You can
make tea with the dandelion roots or flowers. You can also
buy organic dandelion tea bags at most health food stores.
You may even find teabags that are made with both
dandelion and turmeric. 
Benefits 
1. Protects Bones
2. High in Vitamin K
3. Cleanses Liver
4. Fights Diabetes
5. Boosts Skin Health
6. High in Antioxidants
7. Rich in Fibre
8. Good Source of Vitamin A
9. Serves as Diuretic
10. Prevents Urinary Tract Infections 
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 problem. The city of Johannesburg has been presented
with information and suggestions by experts, but as yet
they have not implemented any plan to deal with the
problem. A disposal site for infested wood from felled dead
trees would be a good starting point. The removal and
transport of firewood is a primary cause of the problem's
spread. Most likely, the most effective way to control the
spread of the pest would be to restrict the transport of tree
material from a known infested area. Last year, PSHB was
identified in a suburb of Perth, Australia. Within days, the
suburb and surrounds was placed under quarantine with no
plant material allowed in or out of the area.
 The PSHB is very small, but to identify infested trees, look
for: Dead branches, Wilting leaves, Exit/Entry holes on the
bark of the trees, Shotgun-like lesions on the bark at
entry/exit holes, Sugar volcanoes on the bark at entry/exit
holes or Blotches of oozing resin on the bark at entry/exit
holes. The impact on our food supply can be disastrous if
PSHB infests orchards such as avocado or citrus. We each
need to do our part in not spreading contaminated wood.
To dispose of infested plant material, cut infested branches
into small pieces, place them into refuse bags and seal
them. Keep in direct sunlight. The heat from the sun will kill
the insect and its larvae.

Benefits
By Michelle Mills 

Have you 
experienced 
inexplicable 
health problems 
since receiving 
the Covid-19 jab?

We need you to know 
that you are not alone 
and that our aim is to 
give the voice back to 
the people of our 
country. We are 
waiting to speak to 
you to help you tell 
your story -

Contact 
Katja – 
084 2077 286 
or 
Dennis – 
083 285 7549 
email
Katja@vukasa.org.za 
  

By Sula Changuion
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